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### j_decode

*Decoding Function*

Used to decode a base64 string. By default the function expects an encoded json.

#### Usage

```r
j_decode(str, json = TRUE)
```

#### Arguments

- `str` The string to be decoded.
- `json` Defaults to TRUE. If TRUE, the function expects `str` to be an encoded json and will return a data.frame or list, depending on JSON structure. If FALSE, the function will return a string.

#### Examples

```r
# Decode an encoded string:
str <- "SGVsbG8gV29ybGQh"
j_decode(str, json = FALSE)

# Decode an encoded json:
encoded_json <- "W3libXNlIjogIkhlblGvxIFdvcmxkIISIsICJqc29uIjogdHJ1ZXId"
j_decode(encoded_json)
```

### j_encode

*Encoding Function*

Used to encode a data.frame or list. By default, the output will be a base64 encoded JSON.

#### Usage

```r
j_encode(data, json = TRUE)
```
\textit{j_encode}

\textbf{Arguments}

- data: A list or data.frame to encode.
- json: Defaults to TRUE. If TRUE, the output will be a base64 encoded JSON, else, the output will be an encoded string.

\textbf{Examples}

```r
# Transform a data.frame to an encoded JSON string
df <- iris
coded <- j_encode(df, json = TRUE)
```
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